These regulations may be cited as the Consumer Protection, (Provision for Incidental Matters) Regulations 2006.

In these regulations -

"Exchange Loss Recovery Account" means the item in the price structure, representing the amount collected by an importer of specified goods on a sale of specified goods as compensation for past losses incurred due to fluctuation in exchange rate;

"Price Equalisation Account" means the item in the price structure, representing the amount collected by an importer of specified goods on a sale of specified goods as compensation for foreign exchange loss;

"price structure" means the breakdown of the price of specified goods into all the relevant cost items and charges pertaining to the importation and sale of specified goods in Mauritius and Rodrigues;

"Rodrigues Subsidy" means the item in the price structure, representing the amount collected by an importer of specified goods to subsidise the sale of imported goods in Rodrigues;

"specified goods" means -

(a) bulk or bag cement; and

(b) any other controlled goods, the price of which has been fixed by regulations made under section 35(1) of the Consumer Protection (Price and Supplies Control) Act.

The Permanent Secretary may, by written directions, provide for -

(a) the price structure in respect of any specified goods;

(b) the collection by an importer of specified goods of, an amount under the items "Price Equalisation Account" and "Exchange Loss Recovery Account";
(c) the collection of an amount under the Rodrigues Subsidy.

4. These regulations shall come into operation on Monday 03 July 2006.

Made by the Minister on 30 June 2006.